Henry George and 'Rerum Novarum':

Evidence Is Scant that the American Economist Was a Target of Leo XIII's Classic Encyclical

By C. Joseph Nuesse*

ABSTRACT. Students of the life and thought of Henry George have accepted too readily his own opinion, expressed in the Open Letter that he addressed to Pope Leo XIII in 1891, that the Pope's epoch-making encyclical Rerum novarum was aimed at Georgism. The disposition of the Open Letter in Vatican circles remains obscure, perhaps because the Holy Office had so recently decided that George's works were deserving of condemnation. But there is documentary support for only an allusion to George's views on property in the encyclical. Nor can the reinstatement of Father Edward McGlynn and the reappraisal of George that it signaled be attributed to the Open Letter. George's views may have had significant indirect influence, however, through (1) national land reform movements insofar as they affected the course of Catholic social thought, and (2) the discussion of Georgism as a form of socialism. These possibilities need to be investigated.

I

When Henry George undertook to address Pope Leo XIII on the subject of the encyclical letter, Rerum novarum (On the Condition of Labor), he remarked ruefully to His Holiness that "its most strikingly pronounced condemnations are directed against a theory that we who hold it know to be deserving of your support." He was, as his principal biographer has noted, "an admirer of Roman Catholicism, and yet an extreme and effective critic of bishops and pope." There was much in the encyclical that he could endorse. He recognized that "by so conspicuously calling attention to the condition of labor" the pope had "recalled the fact forgotten by so many that the social evils and problems of our time directly and pressingly concern the Church." He must have been keenly mindful, however, that four years earlier his most ardent disciple in New York, Father Edward McGlynn, had incurred excom-
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Figure 1

The official notification to Cardinal James Gibbons of Baltimore of the action of the Holy Office on February 6, 1889 condemning Henry George's theories. It is contained in a letter dated April 9, 1889 from Cardinal Giovanni Simeoni, Prefect of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith. The decision of the Holy Office was communicated to the Congregation because it then had jurisdiction over the American Church (the United States was classified as a "missionary country" until 1908). In this letter Cardinal Gibbons is asked to communicate to his suffragan bishops, under obligation of secrecy, that the books of Henry George were considered deserving of condemnation, but the Holy Office was refraining from a public condemnation, trusting the American bishops to maintain pastoral vigilance in the matter. The Holy Office's unusual action reflected the division in the American and English hierarchy over the issue, some bishops, notably Archbishop Michael Corrigan of New York and Bishop Bernard McQuaid of Rochester, promoting the decision and others, notably Cardinals Gibbons and Manning and Archbishop John Ireland of St. Paul, opposing it. The grounds for the action are stated as George's "false theories" of private property, opposed to Catholic teaching as outlined in the encyclical letters "Qui pluribus" of Pope Pius IX, and "Quod Apostolici munus" of Pope Leo XIII, both of which deal with socialism. [From the Archives of the Archdiocese of Baltimore.]
munication for his assistance to Georgism in defiance of his archbishop. What would have been his thought if he had known, as he probably never learned, that only two years earlier his own works had been reviewed at the Holy See and, in an unpublished decision by the Holy Office, had been found "worthy of condemnation"? (See Figure 1.)

According to the son, when Rerum novarum was issued the father remarked bluntly, "I regard the encyclical as aimed at us, and at us alone, almost. And I feel very much encouraged by the honor." Almost immediately he wrote to his Irish friend in the priesthood, Father Thomas Dawson, O.M.I., that he was distressed at the import of the papal document. Both George and his son found confirmation of his assumption about the Pope's intent in the son's understanding of the remark of Cardinal Henry Edward Manning of Westminster that the common ownership of land appeared to be condemned in the encyclical.

George's conviction that the encyclical was directed mostly at the movement that he had initiated was certainly overdrawn. In spite of the lack of documentary support for it, however, it seems to have gained somewhat uncritical acceptance even among those who have ventured to suggest that George may have been only "more than half right." It does not matter much that some contemporary ecclesiastics agreed "gleefully" that the encyclical was directed against Georgism. An application of its teachings to condemn Henry George's theories and proposals was no proof of its formulation for the purpose. But as early as 1899, a German land reformer was reporting that the encyclical had been directed against George's theory. Later the most systematic Georgian analyst thus far found that in the encyclical "the doctrines attacked are labelled 'socialistic,' but they are essentially those of George." Even Barker, somewhat more reserved than most other commentators on this point, became persuaded that "the Henry George evidence does seem to indicate that not Karl Marx the materialist but a disturbing American idealist had been the great enemy in ideas, at whom Pope Leo was striking."

Fortunately, Barker could also acknowledge a "suspicion of megalomania in Henry George's hot individual reaction to a document drawn up for universal reading and guidance." When the encyclical was being drafted—and much earlier, for that matter—the various Catholic social movements on the Continent were posing urgent questions of the industrial age. Some of the theoretical issues that were debated in these movements and in Rome, such as corporatism, would have been unfamiliar to Americans, even to American prelates. On the other hand, from the United States as well as from
other countries, there were requests "not only in favor of the poor but for judgment of the economic structures responsible for the proletarianization of the workers."14

The only documentary citation given to support the claims mentioned is that of a recent student who admits that the relationship of the curial judgment upon George's writings to the papal encyclical is far from clear. But he nevertheless finds in petitions for an authoritative statement on private property that Cardinal James Gibbons of Baltimore addressed to the Holy Father an indication that such a relationship was real.15 Although Gibbons and others presented such petitions to the Pope during 1888, in the wake of the controversies aroused by Georgism,16 and although Gibbons' successful effort to prevent a condemnation of the Knights of Labor was even hailed by one of the pope's most trusted scholars as "perhaps the one to determine definitely the Pope's attitude toward labor organization,"17 the effect of the petitions was not as direct as seems to be implied. It was rather an instance in which "the Church in the United States did not present a program of social thought, but its problem of Catholic participation in the Knights of Labor combined with the further obscurity of the land issue to act as one of the world events which stimulated Rome to action."18

The recent work of Sliagi does not cite what is to date the most direct evidence of adherence to Georgism during the preparation of the encyclical. This evidence would not have been available to Geiger and Barker. It is to be found in a footnote in an unusually complete account of the drafting of the encyclical that is based upon the manuscripts of the drafts and the detailed notes kept at the time by the private secretary of Pope Leo.19 The footnote indicates that an allusion to Henry George's theories was intended in the passage which reads as follows:

These arguments [for private ownership of property] are so strong and convincing that it seems surprising that certain obsolete opinions should now be revived in opposition to what is here laid down. We are told that it is right for private persons to have the use of the soil and the fruits of their land, but that it is unjust for any one to possess as owner either the land on which he has built or the estate which he has cultivated.20

It is not difficult to accept the indication of the allusion, although the same footnote mistakenly attributes to the American bishops collectively the denunciation of George's works to the Holy See. Only Archbishop Michael A. Corrigan of New York and a few others had made the representations in question. The opposition of Gibbons to a formal condemnation is correctly noted.21
Although the present author's concern is with documentary evidence of George's influence, the limitations of the data that are available prompt the suggestion that research extending beyond the question of the text is required. Two channels of the probable influence of George's works upon late 19th century Catholic social movements would seem to be especially deserving of study. They can only be mentioned in passing, but students might find that through them Georgism had significant, albeit indirect, effects.

In the first place, Henry George's ideas and in some instances his personal participation affected the various national land reform movements in Europe as well as in the United States. These need to be examined carefully for indications of their influence upon the development of Catholic social thinking both within their respective national contexts and within curial circles in Rome. Although *Rerum novarum* was intended to address developments in the advancing industrialism of the time in the light of traditional Catholic teaching, its text, like virtually any other on a controversial subject, had to be composed "to conciliate varying Catholic groups, supporting here, in part of the text, one group, there, in another part, an opposed group." At the time, the most alert American observer on the Roman scene reported concerning the preparation of *Rerum novarum* that "the Pope is trying to embody in it everybody's views." It would seem that influences of Georgism should be sought in the perspectives developed in the national contexts and in the ways in which these perspectives were reflected in the theoretical and practical questions put to Roman authorities.

A second related but broader channel of possible influence was through the forums in which Georgism was discussed as a type of socialism. The threat of socialism provided a general context within which the new workingmen's associations were being considered by many, including many Catholic bishops. The international socialist movement could not be ignored and had to be an object of papal policy. The Roman curia was obviously attentive to it and to Henry George as well during the 1880s when the condemnation of the Knights of Labor in the United States was being considered. In communicating to the American hierarchy the decision of the Holy Office against the proposed condemnation of the Knights, the Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith wrote to the Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore with reference to the organization that "especially in the preamble of the constitution for local assemblies words which seem to savour of socialism and communism must be emended in such a way as to make
clear that the soil was granted by God to man, or rather the human race, that each one might have the right to acquire some portion of it, by use however of lawful means and without violation of the right of private property. Proneck of the socialists remained characteristic of Catholic attitudes toward the labor movement until well into the 20th century.

American ecclesiastical developments of the 1880s that have been mentioned above illustrate the point. Georgism was brought to Rome's attention directly in the series of events that resulted in the excommunication of McGlynn and the review of George's works. These actions were preceded by lengthy investigations and debates. For example, in summarizing the McGlynn case for his colleagues in the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, Cardinal Camillo Mazzella, S.J., who had lived and taught in the United States, began with the remark that the case "agitates an intricate and difficult social question." The Congregation was concerned to maintain a distinction between the issues posed by McGlynn's disobedience to ecclesiastical authority and questions of doctrinal error. As already noted, the eventual finding with respect to George's writings was preceded by numerous pleas against formal action that began with a memorial of Cardinal Gibbons to Cardinal Simeoni on February 25, 1887. These pleas had only a deferring effect. George's works were found by the Sacred Congregation of the Inquisition to be "worthy of condemnation" on February 5, 1889, with the proviso, already mentioned, that the judgment should be communicated only to the bishops and should not be published.

It is difficult to estimate to what extent the Holy See may have been moved by the direct suggestions from American bishops that the moral questions presented by changing social conditions should be clarified by the pope. Leo XIII had already issued numerous encyclicals and letters to national hierarchies on a variety of subjects. All the while, it seems, Archbishop Corrigan was "looking anxiously for the Encyclical on Socialism."

Catholics, it should be noted, were by no means alone in appraising George's position in this context. No less noted an economist than the youthful Richard T. Ely linked Georgism with revolutionary socialism. Barker notes, correctly of course, that George's assistance to socialism was only indirect and that "he fought socialists and their doctrines." George wrote to his son that the intent of his Open Letter to Pope Leo XIII was "to make a clear, brief explanation of our principles; to show their religious character, and to draw a line between us and the Socialists." Ironically, George himself found in Rerum novarum that "the whole tendency and spirit of its remedial
suggestions lean unmistakably to socialism—extremely moderate socialism it is true, socialism hampered and emasculated by a supreme respect for private possessions; yet socialism still.  

III

The precise disposition of Henry George's *Open Letter* after its receipt at the Vatican remains obscure. According to Barker, the work was sent in proof by George to the Pope during September 1891. The archives for this period—and the entire Leonine papacy—have been open only since 1978, and the present author has found George's galley proofs preserved with other voluminous deposits of correspondence and publications relating to *Rerum novarum*. There appears to be no accompanying letter of presentation, however, nor could any record of the receipt of such a letter or of the galley proofs be found in the scrupulously maintained indexes of the Secretariat of State.

Barker reports also that a copy of the American edition was sent. He and other authors cite the report of Henry George, Jr. that "a copy of the translation of the 'Letter to the Pope,' beautifully printed and handsomely bound, was presented to Leo XIII personally by Monsignor Caprini, Prefect of the Vatican Library, though Mr. George never received, directly or indirectly, aught in reply." Neither the American edition nor the specially bound Italian edition nor reference to them have been found. It is possible but by no means certain that they were sent to the Holy Office, in view of its earlier finding concerning George's work, although the usual procedures followed would have recorded the referral. But a paper-bound copy of the Italian edition, its pages still uncut, is in the Vatican Archives. The Vatican Library has two paper-bound copies of this edition, one in its general collection, the other in its Ferraroli Collection, received from a donor, but no copy in a special binding.

An explanation of the failure of the Holy See to acknowledge George's *Open Letter* does not suggest itself. Barker, without speculating as to the reasons, remarks that, "realizing that he could expect no reply from the pope himself or from a spokesman, George had hoped simply to put pressure on all socially minded Christians." George himself wrote to his son that his real intention was to reach "such men as Cardinal Manning, General Booth and religious-minded men of all creeds." Some authors have connected events too easily in reporting that "the Church did modify its opposition to the single tax, and it was believed that George was influential in promoting this change in attitude." Barker goes so far as to cite as "the only plausible
assumption" his impression that "recent Catholic scholarship assumes that George’s book did have an effect within the Church and did help restore McGlynn." This was of course George’s own belief. Writing to Father Dawson in London, on December 23, 1892, he credited Leo XIII with being “a very great man” and added, “Whether he ever read my ‘Open Letter’ I cannot tell, but he has been acting as though he had not only read it, but had recognized its force.”

The conclusion of George and others that the reinstatement of McGlynn was a sign of the effect of the Open Letter must be questioned in view of the sequence of events in the case. This was acknowledged long ago by Geiger, who attributed the reconciliation of McGlynn to “general church policy” that had for its aim the healing of “a decided schism in the ranks of New York and even of American Catholicism.” Such a concern of the Holy See was certainly a factor from the outset. But more particular questions were also presented. In so far as the compatibility of George’s theories with Catholic doctrine was involved, McGlynn had entered a public challenge to the interpretation given in Corrigan’s pastoral letter of November, 1896. His canonical adviser throughout his ordeal insisted that he was in the area of "free doctrine." Similarly, after reading the pastoral letter, the Archbishop of Dublin, William J. Walsh, wrote to Cardinal Manning his opinion that if Corrigan had actually read Progress and Poverty he could not have “failed to see the irrelevancy of the arguments” on which he had relied in attributing to George “the doctrine denying the right of property, as if George held that no ownership (in anything) could exist.” As mentioned above, when the officials of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith (which then had charge of American affairs) met to consider the McGlynn case, they recognized at the outset the need to distinguish between its doctrinal and disciplinary aspects. The Roman congregations were aware that Corrigan’s repeated requests for the condemnation of George had little support in the American hierarchy. (The opposition was pragmatic, based upon the expectation that George’s theories would soon be forgotten by the American public.) Cardinal Manning, at least, as a member of the congregation charged with passing on the matter, was similarly opposed. There was a sign of a somewhat benevolent attitude toward McGlynn as early as February 16, 1887 when Pope Leo raised the question of McGlynn’s status with Cardinal Gibbons, making clear that his case had not been judged and asking Gibbons to urge McGlynn to come to Rome. Two and a half years later, in 1889—after the adverse judgment of George’s works—Archbishop Francesco Satolli, as papal nuncio for special missions in the United States, sought to secure an interview with
McGlynn. This was almost two years before Rerum novarum and the Open Letter.52

What is of most interest from the point of view of Catholic social teaching is the dual need illustrated in the controversies associated with Georgism to distinguish carefully between the spheres proper to revealed religion and those proper to human judgment and at the same time to allow for the possibility of development of the social teaching. With respect to the former, Bishop John J. Keane, when he was still Bishop of Richmond but also rector-designate of the newly-founded Catholic University of America, wrote to Cardinal Manning that he and Bishop John Ireland of St. Paul, who were in Rome on university business, were urging curial officials "to treat the McGlynn case on its individual merits, but not to open up a discussion of social theories." Even more explicitly, Pope Leo himself, while Rerum novarum was in preparation, was said to have withheld approbation of a specific proposal made by the highly esteemed Comte de Mun with the remark, "If I gave my approval to particular points on matters essentially economic, I would be restricting the liberty of men in an area where God left them entirely to themselves."53 The same distinction was exemplified when Archbishop Satolli, whose appointment as the first apostolic delegate to the United States was soon to be announced, undertook to submit to four professors of the new university's first faculty McGlynn's own statement of his principles, with the result that they found it to contain "nothing contrary to Catholic belief."54 Soon one of the four who was later to be a bishop could report from Rome a conversation in which a curial official reportedly told him, with respect to George's proposal, "there is no right or wrong implied in the question. If you people in the U.S. want [a] single tax, why take it; it is nobody's business but your own."55

Archbishop Corrigan, however, remained relentless in seeking from Rome explanations of how the theories of George could be reconciled with Catholic teaching, and apparently wanted further condemnations.56 Hearing rumors of this possibility, Archbishop Ireland, at least, wrote at length to the Papal Secretary of State to forestall any such action, warning that it "would lead to deplorable recriminations" and was in any case unnecessary in view of the encyclical teaching.57

In time, as Catholic social teaching developed, it came to be seen that Leo XIII, who had instituted officially a vigorous Thomist revival, nevertheless may have held what one scholar has called an "un-Thomist understanding of private property as an almost metaphysical right."58 Incorporating interpretations of later popes, the bishops in Vatican Council II extended the principle that
Leo XIII had emphasized in the political order in decreeing that the Church "in virtue of her mission and nature, is bound to no particular form of human culture, nor to any political, economic, or social system." The course of this development and its implications for Georgism cannot be examined within the scope of this paper. The verdict of the university professors in 1892 was sustained more than four decades later when a student, reviewing McGlynn's statement to the apostolic delegate, concluded that although "economically his proposals might be censured; theologically, they do not contain any false principles." Another student, applying philosophical analysis to the theories of George himself, arrived at the judgment that although "the single tax system might fail to meet the requirements of commutative justice, the ideal it proposed, that of securing a more equitable distribution of material goods, may still serve as a challenge for those who would promote the best interests of society." It is interesting, as a student of American Catholic responses has observed, that "many Catholic ideas and solutions for the labor problem began as rebuttals to Georgism."
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